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Fresh Food Business

From production to processing
and selling, we oversee all processes.
Strict quality control is
the first step toward trust.

Backed by 50 years of history and technology, we strive to supply delicious bananas—the most

consumed fruit in Japan—as one of our major commodities. We currently supply about 10% of
the domestic share. In order to provide a stable supply of bananas, which are drawing more

attention as a healthy food, we have structured an integrated distribution system in which
everything is controlled and operated by ourselves—from managing the production site

overseas through to importing, processing and finally selling. We conduct thorough quality
control, with our employees overseeing all processes. As the consumption circumstances
rapidly change and become more diverse, we are constantly looking into commodities and
services that will satisfy the needs of our customers with all our business partners. We want to

be valued by our customers by fully meeting their demands. We will continue to develop our

business based on the theme of "Contributing to the development of the economy and society
through providing safe and delicious bananas."
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Full support responding to a variety of needs

A speedy and flexible response is key to
building mutual trust with our customers.

Full support for the distribution of bananas.

Fruit / Vegetables

The environment surrounding food is rapidly changing.
This change includes increased awareness of food safety,
diversification in consumers' needs, and changes in
lifestyles. The environment surrounding banana
consumption is likewise rapidly changing and the growing
popularity of healthy foods, diversification of diets and
other changes in the ways of eating demand a quick and
flexible response in order to satisfy our consumers. We
provide full support throughout all operations related to
banana distribution, from cultivation management at the
production site to commodity development, procurement
and supply, ripening, packaging, quality control, and

In addition to bananas, we handle other imported fruits and
vegetables, including oranges, grapefruits, pineapples,
mangoes, avocados and broccoli—depending on
customer demand. We support the creation of selling
opportunities by providing healthy and delicious fruit and
vegetables, utilizing our special after-ripening technique,
the physical distribution functions we developed through
our bananas business, and thorough commodity control.

consultation on creating selling
opportunities. To do so, we
leverage the strength of
our integrated distribution
system and low-cost
operations.
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Processed Food Business

Our business is the import and
sale of raw produce, and
luxury food with an emphasis
on nuts and dried fruit from
all over the world.

Our processed food division imports food product materials, with an emphasis on nuts and dried fruit, from
around the world and sells them to major repackaging companies, confectioners, bakers, and distributors. We
have a broad array of business partners in many areas including East Asia, Southeast Asia, Europe and Africa
as well as North America as our main partner and have established information networks all around the world.
In addition, we not only handle raw produce but are also involved in areas such as product development and
sales, meaning we encompass a wide range of business operations at all points in the supply chain.

Features of processed food division

Approach of our processed food division

Our processed food division includes a branch in Paris
and a local corporation in California. (ANA TRADING
CORP., USA), and operates purchasing and shipping,
and the sharing of information in a timely manner. In
addition, we have had agency contracts for many years
with Grower Direct Nuts Co., Inc. (walnuts) and Mariani
Packing CO., INC (dried fruits) in California. By directly
bringing our customers' voices to local companies, we
make it possible to supply high-quality items that meet
Japanese standards.

As a food business firm with strengths in production,
we conduct farm investment projects for walnuts and
prunes under the name ANA Farm in California. We
recognize the concerns in recent years over developing
countries such as China and India increasing their
purchasing power and jeopardizing the stable supply of
raw produce to Japan, and therefore we aspire to
import and sell reliable commodities through the work
of Japanese people. Our keywords are "high quality,"
"stable supply" and "reasonable price."

Management qualities enhanced by obtaining ISO certification
We have obtained ISO9001 certification and we position ISO
management systems as the main axis of our business operation.
Starting with improving the quality of the commodities and the
service we provide, we will meet our social responsibilities by
realizing improvements in management qualities as a business
enterprise and in customer satisfaction.

●ISO certification

■ Our commodities

Nuts
・Almonds
・Walnuts
・Macadamia nuts
・Cashew nuts
・Peanut products

Dried fruit
・Prunes
・Raisins
・Dried blueberries
・Dried cranberries
・Dried mangoes
・Dried pineapples
・Green raisins

Others
・Coconuts
・Chia seeds

Domestic Business

The Food Planning Department (domestic business) was originally established in 1979 as part
of Sky Foods Co., Ltd., which was a 100% subsidiary of ANA Trading Co., Ltd., the ANA

Group’ s core food business unit. With the full merger of Sky Foods’ operations into ANA
Foods Co., Ltd. on April 1, 2015, our gift business also entered a new era.

Throughout our history, we have always been firmly dedicated to the pursuit of food safety
and providing satisfaction to our customers. This dedication, combined with thorough
quality assurance, a commitment to working closely with producers to develop products, a
customer-centric approach to customer services, and a logistics system that facilitates all of
the above, has enabled us to steadily expand and achieve ever greater results.

Our gift business focuses on direct-to-retail sales of gift products from producers to major
department stores in Japan, as well as online merchandising via A-style, ANA Trading’ s

e-commerce site, in addition to the marketing of our drop shipment management and product
management systems.
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Our Secured
Organizational Structure

We are structured to respond to the
unique needs of each customer.
We are equipped with a comprehensive set of functions to respond to whatever requests
sellers may have. These include not only the planning and proposal of safe, reliable products,
but also catalog orders/deliveries, customer service functions for the arrangement of goods
sent directly from producing area, and a call center that provides fast,
considered responses to product and delivery status.

Product Planning
Our product planning service is characterized by close
cooperation with the suppliers that we have fostered
relationships with through the ANA Group’s vast business
network. This cooperation enables producers to quickly
propose products to meet the needs of sellers.

Quality Assurance
Our quality assurance service conducts on-site inspections
of production facilities and product management through
such things as product label inspection. We also participate
in the ANA Trading Group’s Food Safety Committee. Each
year, we invite suppliers from across Japan to attend a
quality assurance seminar that we hold for their benefit.

Customer Service

Call Center

We offer the swift, accurate handling of catalog gift orders
and goods sent directly from producing area, in addition to
making product arrangements with our suppliers.

Our call center service handles
product-related inquiries as well as
product
delivery
management.
Through the integrated delivery
management system, we aim to provide the highest level of
service to each and every customer.

Management qualities enhanced by obtaining
ISO certification

Information Security through Compliance
with ISO 27001

We have obtained ISO9001 certification and we position
ISO management systems as the main axis of our
business operation. Starting with improving the quality of
the commodities and the service we provide, we will meet
our social responsibilities by realizing improvements in
management qualities as a business enterprise and in
customer satisfaction.

Our domestic business has received certification from the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) for
compliance with ISO 27001, an information security
management system standard, and strives to continuously
enhance and strengthen its information security measures.
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International Business

Our wish is to deliver food products
from Japan to people around the world.
We are helping to elevate Japanese food
to new levels by offering seasonal produce gathered from
across Japan, and by introducing the wonderful food culture
the country has to offer to people around the world.

Japan prides itself on its gastronomic culture and plentiful produce. Our export business

provides fresh, seasonal ingredients gathered from different areas of the country and carefully
selected traditional cuisine, with the goal of delivering Japanese cuisine to people worldwide.

We have been spreading our wings and delivering Japanese produce and food culture not only
to East and Southeast Asia, but to countries farther afield as well.

Delivering fresh Japanese ingredients to the world

Promoting Japanese food culture to the world

Developing a framework for delivering seasonal
authentic Japanese produce worldwide

Supplying authentic, seasonal,
fresh Japanese food to the world

We export fresh produce, such as fresh fish and shellfish,
fruit, and vegetables harvested from the various regions of
Japan, to Southeast Asia and a host of other countries.
Using our unique distribution network to keep freshness
at a maximum, we deliver to
famous hotels and Japanese
restaurants in all corners
of the globe, enabling people
to enjoy fresh, seasonal
Japanese cuisine.

We have been not only promoting Japanese food culture to
countries across the globe, but also supplying authentic
traditional cuisine, colorful seasonal dishes, sweets eaten
at annual Japanese traditional events, and more besides.
We are continuing to expand
our efforts to promote and
provide such authentic
Japanese cuisine to people
around the world.

■ List of Products
Fresh food

・Seafood
・Fruit
・Vegetables, etc.

Processed food

・Japanese dishes
・Japanese sweets etc.

■ Safety and Satisfaction through Japan’s Quality Food Products
Aiming for
realization of
offering the best
Japanese food
across the globe.

Supply
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Provide sales
skill expertise

Supply
ingredients

ANA
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local needs

Suppliers

